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Photographic History of Coal Mining Practices in Illinois-Cheri Chenoweth 2008

Labor, Loyalty, and Rebellion-Carl R. Weinberg 2005-04-28 On April 5, 1918, as American troops fought German forces on the Western Front, German American coal miner Robert Prager was
hanged from a tree outside Collinsville, Illinois, having been accused of disloyal utterances about the United States and chased out of town by a mob. In Labor, Loyalty, and Rebellion: Southwestern
Illinois Coal Miners and World War I, Carl R. Weinberg offers a new perspective on the Prager lynching and confronts the widely accepted belief among labor historians that workers benefited from
demonstrating loyalty to the nation. The first published study of wartime strikes in southwestern Illinois is a powerful look at a group of people whose labor was essential to the war economy but whose
instincts for class solidarity spawned a rebellion against mine owners both during and after the war. At the same time, their patriotism wreaked violent working-class disunity that crested in the brutal
murder of an immigrant worker. Weinberg argues that the heightened patriotism of the Prager lynching masked deep class tensions within the mining communities of southwestern Illinois that
exploded after the Great War ended.

Birth of a Union: A History of Coal Mining in Illinois and the Progressive Miners of America-David Markwell 2004

History of Coal Mining in Illinois-David Ross 1916

Monitoring and Sampling Approaches to Assess Underground Coal Mine Dust Exposures-National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2018-10-04 Coal remains one of the
principal sources of energy for the United States, and the nation has been a world leader in coal production for more than 100 years. According to U.S. Energy Information Administration projections
to 2050, coal is expected to be an important energy resource for the United States. Additionally, metallurgical coal used in steel production remains an important national commodity. However, coal
production, like all other conventional mining activities, creates dust in the workplace. Respirable coal mine dust (RCMD) comprises the size fraction of airborne particles in underground mines that
can be inhaled by miners and deposited in the distal airways and gas-exchange region of the lung. Occupational exposure to RCMD has long been associated with lung diseases common to the coal
mining industry, including coal workers' pneumoconiosis, also known as "black lung disease." Monitoring and Sampling Approaches to Assess Underground Coal Mine Dust Exposures compares the
monitoring technologies and sampling protocols currently used or required by the United States, and in similarly industrialized countries for the control of RCMD exposure in underground coal mines.
This report assesses the effects of rock dust mixtures and their application on RCMD measurements, and the efficacy of current monitoring technologies and sampling approaches. It also offers
science-based conclusions regarding optimal monitoring and sampling strategies to aid mine operators' decision making related to reducing RCMD exposure to miners in underground coal mines.

Divided Kingdom-Carl D. Oblinger 2004

Mines and Minerals in Illinois-Illinois. Dept. of Mines and Minerals 1944 Describes history of Illinois mining industry, with special attention to production during World War II.

Southern Illinois Coal-C. William Horrell 1995 Horrell was also intrigued by the related activities of mining, including coal's processing, cleaning, and transportation, as well as the daily, behind-thescenes operations that keep mines and miners working. His photographs reflect the found beauty of the commonplace - the clothes of the miners, their dinner pails, and their tools. Horrell's pictures
reveal the picturesque remnants of closed mines; the weathered boards of company houses; the imposing iron beauty of an ancient tipple; the grassy sidewalks of an old coal town; an abandoned
building against the lowering sky of an approaching storm.

The Promise of a Better Life-Jim Piacenti 2011-04-07 The history of the Bureau County mines from the early 1880s to mid-1920s including the mines of Cherry, Coal Hollow, Dalzell, Ladd,
Loceyville/Marquette, Seatonville, Spring Creek and Spring Valley as well as details of the mining industry, the labor unions that formed, and the strikes, suspensions, riots and anarchy that marked
the times.

Coal Mining in Illinois-S. O. Andros 1915

The Immigrant and Coal Mining Communities of Illinois-Grace Abbott 2018-10-30 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available
to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Death Underground-Robert E Hartley 2006-07-24 Death Underground: The Centralia and West Frankfort Mine Disasters examines two of the most devastating coal mine disasters in United States
history since 1928. In two southern Illinois towns only forty miles apart, explosions killed 111 men at the Centralia No. 5 mine in 1947 and 119 men at the New Orient No. 2 mine in West Frankfort in
1951. Robert E. Hartley and David Kenney explain the causes of the accidents, identify who was to blame, and detail the emotional impact the disasters had on the survivors, their families, and their
communities. Politics at the highest level of Illinois government played a critical role in the conditions that led to the accidents. Hartley and Kenney address how safety was compromised when
inspection reports were widely ignored by state mining officials and mine company supervisors. Highlighted is the role of Driscoll Scanlan, a state inspector at Centralia, who warned of an impending
disaster but whose political enemies shifted the blame to him, ruining his career. Hartley and Kenney also detail the New Orient No. 2 mine explosion, the attempts at rescue, and the resulting political
spin circulated by labor, management, and the state bureaucracy. They outline the investigation, the subsequent hearings, and the efforts in Congress to legislate greater mine safety. Hartley and
Kenney include interviews with the survivors, a summary of the investigative records, and an analysis of the causes of both mine accidents. They place responsibility for the disasters on individual mine
owners, labor unions, and state officials, providing new interpretations not previously presented in the literature. Augmented by twenty-nine illustrations, the volume also covers the history, culture,
and ethnic pluralism of coal mining in Illinois and the United States.

A History of Mount Clare, Illinois-Emil Borgini 1958

Illinois Coal: The Legacy of an Industrial Society- This project was funded by the Illinois Humanities Council, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Oral History Office. Illinois coal
miners and their wives describe family life, their work experiences in the mines, mechanization, the "mine wars" of the 1930's, the struggle between the Progressive Miners and the United Mine
Workers, life in mining towns, bootlegging, various types of mining jobs, and ethnic and gender diversity in the mines.

Coal Mines on the Prairie-Harold R. Rauzi 2019 This work explores the history of coal mining in Macoupin County, Illinois. As coal mining becomes the driving force in the economic and political life
of the area, changes occur in the communities built around the four Superior Coal Company mines.

Coal Mining and Union Activities- The narrators describe working conditions in Illinois coal mines in the early 20th century, the "mine wars" of the 1930's, hostilities between the United Mine
Workers and the Progressive Miners of America, living conditions of striking miners and their families, impressions of John L. Lewis, and other issues related to coal mining in the state. This project
was funded in part by the Illinois Bicentennial Commission.

Annual Coal Report- 2001
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Publications of the University of Illinois ...-University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus) 1915

Mother Jones, The Miners' Angel-Dale Fetherling 2010-03-19 For half a century Mother Jones took up the workingman’s cause without question and fought his battles without compromise. Dale
Fetherling’s biography for the first time gives her full story, with eloquence and sympathetic understanding.

Herrin Massacre-Scott Doody 2014-12-09 Twenty three men killed in Williamson County and the streets of Herrin, Illinois over a two day killing spree on June 21st and 22nd, 1922. The largest mass
murder of non-union labor in the history of America. The event would become known around the world as The Herrin Massacre. Read about the toughest (deadliest) little city in America and the
modern day hunt for the massacre victim's lost graves in the potter's field of the Herrin city cemetery. Written by Scott Doody, this four year adventure uncovers the ugly secret of what happens when
a town buries their past so deep, it changes their future.

United Mine Workers Journal-United Mine Workers of America 1920

Horse Shoe Bottoms-Tom Tippett 2008-10-01 Decades after its publication, Tom Tippett's “Horse Shoe Bottoms” is once more available in this 2008 edition, with a new introduction by journalist Bill
Knight, who edited this version. Tippett was an Illinois coal miner, union activist, journalist, New Deal bureaucrat, and educator. His only novel, “Horse Shoe Bottoms” is about Illinois' coal culture of
the late 19th century, when English miners moved to the Illinois River valley. Amid danger and death, strikes and reconciliation, sturdy John Stafford unionizes miners as his wife Ellen copes with the
zeal of the workers to organize and her need to improve their home.

Cardiff 2-Jim Ridings 2008

Black Coal Miners in America-Ronald L. Lewis 2014-07-11 From the early day of mining in colonial Virginia and Maryland up to the time of World War II, blacks were an important part of the labor
force in the coal industry. Yet in this, as in other enterprises, their role has heretofore been largely ignored. Now Roland L. Lewis redresses the balance in this comprehensive history of black coal
miners in America. The experience of blacks in the industry has varied widely over time and by region, and the approach of this study is therefore more comparative than chronological. Its aim is to
define the patterns of race relations that prevailed among the miners. Using this approach, Lewis finds five distractive systems of race relations. There was in the South before and after the Civil War a
system of slavery and convict labor -- an enforced servitude without legal compensation. This was succeeded by an exploitative system whereby the southern coal operators, using race as an excuse,
paid lower wages to blacks and thus succeeded in depressing the entire wage scale. By contrast, in northern and midwestern mines, the pattern was to exclude blacks from the industry so that whites
could control their jobs and their communities. In the central Appalachians, although blacks enjoyed greater social equality, the mine operators manipulated racial tensions to keep the work force
divided and therefore weak. Finally, with the advent of mechanization, black laborers were displaced from the mines to such an extent that their presence in the coal fields in now nearly a thing of the
past. By analyzing the ways race, class, and community shaped social relations in the coal fields, Black Coal Miners in America makes a major contribution to the understanding of regional, labor,
social, and African-American history.

Reckoning at Eagle Creek-Jeff Biggers 2010-11 Cultural historian Jeff Biggers takes us to the dark amphitheatre ruins of his familys nearly 200 - year - old hillside homestead that has been strip mined on the edge of the first federally recognized Wilderness Site in southern Illinois. In doing so' he not only comes to grips with his own denied backwoods heritage' but also chronicles a dark and
missing chapter in the American experience; the historical nightmare of coal outside of Appalachia' serving as an expos of a secret legacy of shame and resiliency.

New Immigrants and the Radicalization of American Labor, 1914äóñ1924-Thomas Mackaman 2016-12-16 Millions of immigrants from eastern and southern Europe were by 1914 doing the
dirtiest, most dangerous jobs in America’s mines, mills and factories. The next decade saw major economic and demographic changes and the growing influence of radicalism over immigrant
populations. From the bottom rungs of the industrial hierarchy, immigrants pushed forward the greatest wave of strikes in U.S. labor history—lasting from 1916 until 1922—while nurturing new forms
of labor radicalism. In response, government and industry, supported by deputized nationalist organizations, launched a campaign of “100 percent Americanism.” Together they developed new labor
and immigration policies that led to the 1924 National Origins Act, which brought to an end mass European immigration. American industrial society would be forever changed.

Coal-Mining Safety in the Progressive Period-William Graebner 2021-10-21 Through the first decade of the twentieth century, Americans looked upon industrial accidents with callous disregard;
they were accepted as an unfortunate but necessary adjunct to industrial society. A series of mine disasters in December 1907 (including one in Monongah, West Virginia, which took a toll of 361 lives)
shook the public, at least temporarily, out of its lethargy. In this award-winning study, author William Graebner traces the development of mine safety reform in the years immediately following these
tragic events. Reform activities during the Progressive period centered on the Bureau of Mines and an effort to obtain uniform state legislation; the effect of each was minimal. Mr. Graebner concludes
that these idealistic solutions of the time were at once the great hope and the great failure of the Progressive coal-mining safety movement.

Throw Out the Water-Kevin Corley 2016-09-20 Throw Out the Water continues the saga of the immigrant and American born coal mining families as they choose sides in the bloody Christian County
Coal Mine War in Illinois in the 1930's, where they battle gun thugs from the Capone gang hired by the mine owners to sew violence and fear across the state.

Which Side are You On?-John W. Hevener 2002 Detailing the dimensions of unionization and the balance of power spawned by New Deal labor policy after government intervention, this book is the
definitive analysis of Harlan's bloody decade.

Thirty-Fifth Annual Coal Report of Illinois-J. F. Morris 2018-02-15 Excerpt from Thirty-Fifth Annual Coal Report of Illinois: State Mining Board, 1916 The year ended June 30, 1916, broke all
records of the coal mining industry of Illinois. The total output in Short tons is a gain of tons over 1914, which, up to the present year, had the greatest production in the history of the industry in this
State. The increased production over last year is tons, or more than per cent. This increase is due to the fact that there were 24 more mines in Operation, 312 more men employed and that the working
time was increased from 158 to 163 days. The average daily earnings of miners, where hand mining was done exclusively, is while last, year this class Of employees earned a daily wage of An increase
of five cents a day for the machine men and loaders in exclusive machine mines will be seen. The average earnings for the year of miners in hand mines is a gain over last year Of Machine men and
loaders in exclusive machine mines, earned an average of more than last year. During the year 165 men lost their lives and were injured, so as to lose 30 or more days time, while attending to their
duties in and about the mines. It is very gratifying to be able to state that the mining industry is being placed on a higher plane, the; mines are undergoing improvements along modern and scientific
lines, wash-houses for the men erected, train ing in rescue and first aid work maintained and accelerated, and the work of the State Inspectors is more efficient and scientific. About the Publisher
Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses
state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such
as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works.

The Herrin Massacre of 1922-Greg Bailey 2020-10-27 In 1922, a coal miner strike spread across the United States, swallowing the heavily-unionized mining town of Herrin, Illinois. When the owner
of the town's local mine hired non-union workers to break the strike, violent conflict broke out between the strikebreakers and unionized miners, who were all heavily armed. When strikebreakers
surrendered and were promised safe passage home, the unionized miners began executing them before large, cheering crowds. This book tells the cruel truth behind the story that the coal industry
tried to suppress and that Herrin wants to forget. A thorough account of the massacre and its aftermath, this book sets a heartland tragedy against the rise and decline of the coal industry.

From the Coal Mines to the Power Lines- 2004 "A state coal education program committed to the continued and expanded use of Illinois' coal resources in environmentally safe and economically
viable ways. Provides coal curriculum on Illinois coal production, distribution, usage, research, development, and demonstration of clean coal technologies. From the Coal Mines to the Power Lines is a
teaching resource manual covering the formation, history and uses of Illinois coal, Illinois coal mining and reclamation, as well as clean coal technologies. The curriculum manual contains lesson plans
and hands-on activities for grade level sections K-4, 5-8, and 9-12. Included with each curriculum manual are age-appropriate booklets, handouts, and posters. The curriculum is free. Coal awareness
and education efforts target the general public through the media, schools, and special programs in an attempt to diffuse myths regarding Illinois coal and to disseminate sound, scientific information.
A CD-ROM accompanies each of the three grade level sections. Each CD deploys a PowerPoint presentation highlighting glossaries of terms through the use of captions, questions, photos, clip art,
descriptions and music" -- www.eia.gov website.

Quail Lakes & Coal-Doug Oberhelman 2013-01-24 There’s no way to guess Quail Lakes was a surface mine. Aside from two deep lakes, there’s no evidence that massive earthmoving machines once
rumbled across these rolling 1,200 acres of Illinois farmland, lakes, wetlands, and native prairie plants. But the same Quail Lakes that today is home to endangered bird species and hundreds of other
wild creatures was a coal mine — a surface mine with pits as deep as 75 feet. Despite what you have heard about about surface mining, Quail Lakes points to something very different. The Quail Lakes
you will read about in this book is a microcosm of the realistic and responsible use of land that is possible today. The same property that has yielded crops to feed generations of farmers and livestock
also provided coal to generate electricity for homes and businesses. And miners did not leave the land worn out. To the contrary. Thanks to federal mine reclamation laws and passionate stewardship
by owners Doug and Diane Oberhelman, the farm fields once again yield bumper crops. Wildlife abounds. And the grasslands and lakes offer wonderful opportunities for fishing, hunting, hiking,
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camping, swimming, wildlife watching, stargazing, and anything else you can dream of doing in a place where wild animals roam and stars shine bright.

The Coal Mining Act-Illinois 1911

Slavery by Another Name-Douglas A. Blackmon 2012-10-04 A Pulitzer Prize-winning history of the mistreatment of black Americans. In this 'precise and eloquent work' - as described in its Pulitzer
Prize citation - Douglas A. Blackmon brings to light one of the most shameful chapters in American history - an 'Age of Neoslavery' that thrived in the aftermath of the Civil War through the dawn of
World War II. Using a vast record of original documents and personal narratives, Blackmon unearths the lost stories of slaves and their descendants who journeyed into freedom after the Emancipation
Proclamation and then back into the shadow of involuntary servitude thereafter. By turns moving, sobering and shocking, this unprecedented account reveals these stories, the companies that profited
the most from neoslavery, and the insidious legacy of racism that reverberates today.

The State of Southern Illinois-Herbert K. Russell 2012-03-16 In The State of Southern Illinois: An Illustrated History, Herbert K. Russell offers fresh interpretations of a number of important aspects
of Southern Illinois history. Focusing on the area known as “Egypt,” the region south of U.S. Route 50 from Salem south to Cairo, he begins his book with the earliest geologic formations and follows
Southern Illinois’s history into the twenty-first century. The volume is richly illustrated with maps and photographs, mostly in color, that highlight the informative and straightforward text. Perhaps
most notable is the author’s use of dozens of heretofore neglected sources to dispel the myth that Southern Illinois is merely an extension of Dixie. He corrects the popular impressions that slavery was
introduced by early settlers from the South and that a majority of Southern Illinoisans wished to secede. Furthermore, he presents the first in-depth discussion of twelve pre–Civil War, free black
communities located in the region. He also identifies the roles coal mining, labor violence, gangsters, and the media played in establishing the area’s image. He concludes optimistically, unveiling a
twenty-first-century Southern Illinois filled with myriad attractions and opportunities for citizens and tourists alike. The State of Southern Illinois is the most accurate all-encompassing volume of
history on this unique area that often regards itself as a state within a state. It offers an entirely new perspective on race relations, provides insightful information on the cultural divide between north
and south in Illinois, and pays tribute to an often neglected and misunderstood region of this multidimensional state, all against a stunning visual backdrop. Superior Achievement from the Illinois
State Historical Society, 2013

Final Report to Division of Energy of the Department of Business & Economic Development, State of Illinois, July 1, 1976 - June 30, 1977-Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Coal
Extraction and Utilization Research Center 1977

Hard As the Rock Itself-David Robertson 2011-05-18 The first intensive analysis of sense of place in American mining towns, Hard as the Rock Itself: Place and Identity in the American Mining Town
provides rare insight into the struggles and rewards of life in these communities. David Robertson contends that these communities - often characterized in scholarly and literary works as derelict, as
sources of debasing moral influence, and as scenes of environmental decay - have a strong and enduring sense of place and have even embraced some of the signs of so-called dereliction. Robertson
documents the history of Toluca, Illinois; Cokedale, Colorado; and Picher, Oklahoma, from the mineral discovery phase through mine closure, telling for the first time how these century-old mining
towns have survived and how sense of place has played a vital role. Acknowledging the hardships that mining's social, environmental, and economic legacies have created for current residents,
Robertson argues that the industry's influences also have contributed to the creation of strong, cohesive communities in which residents have always identified with the severe landscape and
challenging, but rewarding way of life. Robertson contends that the tough, unpretentious appearance of mining landscapes mirrors qualities that residents value in themselves, confirming that a strong
sense of place in mining regions, as elsewhere, is not necessarily wedded to an attractive aesthetic or even to a thriving economy.
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We present you this proper as with ease as simple quirk to acquire those all. We pay for coal
mining history illinois and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research in
any way. along with them is this coal mining history illinois that can be your partner.

[DOC] Coal Mining History Illinois
As recognized, adventure as capably as experience very nearly lesson, amusement, as with
ease as concurrence can be gotten by just checking out a ebook coal mining history illinois
then it is not directly done, you could endure even more approaching this life, on the world.
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